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Merriam-Webster

CONTINUUM
NOUN

1. a coherent whole characterized as  
 a collection, sequence, or progression      
 of values or elements varying by         
 minute degrees. 

2. a compact set which cannot be separated     
 into two sets neither of which contains a limit    
 point of the other convergent.

CONVERGENCE
NOUN

1. the act of converging and especially     
 moving toward union or uniformity. 

2. the state or property of being convergent.



THE CONVERGENCE CONTINUUM
Retail has undergone a seismic change in the 
last decade. Though this has been largely driven 
by technology, our consumer attitudes to what 
shopping is and does has shifted dramatically and 
our needs, platforms and spaces have converged. 
We no longer shop in specific bursts, rather 
shopping hums along at our pace of life. 

Retail has become a continuous chain-reaction 
of movements, events, experiences and motives. 
Shopping has become relative - relative to context, 
person and place and has moulded into four 
dimensions of space and time. Shopping is no 
longer about the what and where, but how and 
who and when. 

Our latest trend report looks at how the future 
of shopping has converged into a continuum 
of formats, and how consumers, brands and 
technology are adapting to these changes. 
Our original primary research uncovers not only 
how people feel about these changes, but looks 
at how we as brands, designers and retailers can 
be better equipped to serve the next generation 
to shop in a way that works for them and is 
beneficial to both individual and society.



“IN WEALTHY COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD,  
CLOTHES SHOPPING HAS  BECOME A WIDESPREAD  
PASTIME, A POWERFULLY PLEASURABLE AND SOMETIMES 
ADDICTIVE ACTIVITY THAT EXISTS AS A CONSTANT HUM  
IN OUR LIVES, MUCH LIKE SOCIAL MEDIA. 
THE INTERNET AND THE PROLIFERATION OF INEXPENSIVE 
CLOTHING HAVE MADE SHOPPING A FORM OF CHEAP, 
ENDLESSLY AVAILABLE ENTERTAINMENT—ONE WHERE  
THE POINT ISN’T WHAT, OR EVEN WHETHER YOU BUY,  
BUT THE ACT OF SHOPPING ITSELF.”
Marc Bain, Quartz



PRIMARY RESEARCH

WE SURVEYED 2000  
PEOPLE ACROSS THE UK.

• 58% female
• 42% male
• All live in urban city areas
• 18–35 years old



TRENDS

Image: Ahmad Dirini



9Page Title

TRENDS OVERVIEW
PUBLIC BENEFIT
How brands and retailers are 
making public statements of solidarity.

SERVICED SPIN-OFF
How brands are helping to teach them 
how to make their products go further 
for longer.

STREAMING EXPERIENCE
How retailers are using digitally streamed 
experiences to enhance purchasing.  

SLOW SHOPPING
How retailers are removing stimulus 
from store and slowing down the sell.

POMPOUS PLAYGROUNDS
How brands are using stores 
and spaces as playgrounds.

ZERO COMMITMENTS
How brands are making radical  
changes to their environmental policies.

ATTENTIVE ASSISTANCE
How brands are using concierge  
formats to help with consumers  
busy lives. 

ATTITUDE FLEX
How retailers are flexing their store 
formats to cater for shoppers with 
different attitudes. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLORING
How retailers are designing their 
stores as environmental exploratoriums. 

HOLISTIC EXCHANGE
How retailers are tinkering with the 
concept of value and transactions. 



PUBLIC BENEFIT

RIDING THE SNEAKER TRAIN
Adidas & BVG, Berlin, Jan 2018

Berlin transit authority (BVG) released a limited 
edition pair of sneakers in collaboration with 
Adidas in the trainline’s iconic upholstery pattern. 
Consumers who have purchased (and wear) the 
sneakers whilst riding any of Berlin’s transit network 
in zones A and B, can ride free for the rest of 2018 
because the tongue of the sneaker features a sewn 
in fabric version of the BVG annual season ticket. 
The sneakers cost 180 euros whereas an annual 
season ticket costs 728 euros.

CONNECTED PAYOUTS
Pawnguru, Detroit

Pawn shops are a necessary part of making ends meet 
for many people across the world, especially in the US 
where some 30million people suffer from food insecurity. 
PawnGuru is a pawn shop with a difference that is not 
only designed for people to shop around for the best 
rates, but last year partnered up with FoodFinder to 
direct customers to foodbanks if they needed food more 
than money. Founder Jordan Birnholtz did this after 
seeing a spike during the holiday season from people 
worried about feeding their families.

A READING BREAK
Italy

As interest in reading wanes, so do independent 
bookstores. In a bid for cultural preservation, the 
Italian government have issued tax breaks and other 
financial incentives to keep its independent book 
stores alive in an Amazon era. These include reducing 
council, property and waste taxes. The government is 
allocating €5 million towards the scheme from 2019 
creating €20k worth of tax credits for each store. 
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Image: BVG/Adidas, Overkill Image: Darwin Vegher Image: Flicker user, Jonathan McIntosh

https://www.citylab.com/design/2018/01/these-sneakers-are-your-free-transit-pass/550148/
https://www.fastcompany.com/40522986/this-pawn-shop-app-connects-users-to-food-banks-in-case-they-need-more-than-quick-cash
https://www.thelocal.it/20171128/italy-tax-breaks-save-bookshops
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


PUBLIC BENEFIT1
SUMMARY:
Brands, companies and 
governments are banding 
together to create products and 
platforms that benefit the public. 
By converging both commerce 
and civic duty, doing good for both 
business and for people needn’t 
be mutually exclusive.

TAKEOUT:
Whether on an individual, 
family or societal level, leverage 
resources by connecting with 
programmes that offer initiatives 
that help society and keeps the 
continuum of public life moving. 

OF STORE CARD HOLDERS 
BELIEVE THEY ARE VALUABLE 
AND ENCOURAGE THEM TO
SHOP AT THE SAME STORE.
I-AM (2018)

69%



ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLORING

SUSTAINING A MECCA
IKEA, London

IKEA is investing £10 million to build an entirely 
sustainable store in Greenwich, London. Opening in 
2019, the store will be entirely made of renewable 
materials and will use green technologies such as 
photovoltaic panels and rainwater harvesting to reduce 
water consumption by 50%. The store will also feature 
cycle routes and electric charging points to encourage 
visitors and staff to use more eco-friendly travel modes. 
It will also host IKEA’s take-back furniture scheme and 
include bookable event spaces to act a community hub. 

PRINTING THE FUTURE
Bottletop, London, UK

Luxury fashion brand Bottletop launched its flagship store 
in Regent Street, the world’s first 3D printed store created 
by robots with upcycled plastic. The store concept focused 
on ecologically responsible building through a zero-waste 
design, developed in partnership with AI-Build and designed 
by Krause Architects and senior associate at Zaha Hadid, 
Paolo Zilli. The construction was a slow process allowing it 
to be a live two months exhibition where customers were 
able to watch the transformation of the store, from a clean 
exhibition space to an upcycled ecosystem.
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Image: IKEA, London Image: Bottletop Image: ANS Global

RENEWABLE BROWSING
Bird Street, London, UK

In West End’s shopping district is London’s first smart 
street powered by pedestrians. With street lights 
charged by people’s’ footsteps and wall paint purifying 
the air, Bird St represents a move towards the future of 
sustainable retail. Featuring a range of pioneering pop-
ups, from independent fashion and lifestyle brands to 
ethical homeware stores. Also, innovative by combining 
technology and physical experiences, with mobile 
payment apps and incentivised digital selfie mirrors.

https://www.ecobuild.co.uk/industry-news/ikeas-most-sustainable-store-yet
https://bottletop.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.standard.co.uk/shopping/the-future-of-shopping-londons-first-sustainable-smart-street-opens-near-oxford-street-a3575896.html


2
SUMMARY:
Brands are beginning to use 
their physical stores as hubs 
to explore how to tap into a 
circular economy by making 
more  sustainable spaces. 

TAKEOUT:
Rethink how your physical 
spaces are sustainable - from 
floor to ceiling, wall to wall, 
material to energy, and pre, 
during and post visit. Physical 
stores now serve as physical 
brand commitments, so make 
yours a sustainable one.

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLORING

OF PEOPLE STILL PREFER 
PHYSICAL STORES OVER 
SHOPPING ONLINE.
I-AM (2018)

74%



ZERO COMMITMENTS

A PLASTIC PROMISE
Iceland, London, UK

The frozen food supermarket chain has committed 
to eliminate plastic packaging for all of its own-brand 
products. Aiming to go plastic free in five years to help 
end the plastic pollution. The current plastic packaging 
is to replaced with paper, pulp trays and paper bags, 
which would be recycled through domestic waste or 
in-store recycling facilities. Iceland is also committed 
to ensure that the packaging is recycled by supporting 
initiatives that have recycling schemes.

3

LIVING DATA
Waitrose, Asda & M&S, London, UK

Supermarkets Waitrose and Asda have followed in the 
footsteps of M&S, by publishing their antibiotic data on 
the livestocks within their supply chain. With consumers 
and associations being able to monitor the data, it has 
pushed brands to reduce the level of antibiotics which 
might be harmful to human health and consider the 
importance of animal welfare. This process has also 
helped develop a more trusting relationship between 
the retailers and its customers.

Image: Getty Image: Shutterstock Image: Green Hack GBG

CIRCULAR MALL
ReTuna Återbruksgalleria, Eskilstuna, Sweden

The swedish town of Eskilstuna has taken it upon 
themselves to create shopping mall focused on 
recycling. The concept mall involves the townspeople, 
municipal corporation, a community of shop tenant 
and lobbyists. Led by a business plan that is focused 
on sustainability as much as on its commercial 
viability - with a workforce of 50 employees, the mall 
has nine running stores, selling reused products 
ranging from second-hand clothes, sports gear to 
building materials, furnishings and furniture.

http://about.iceland.co.uk/2018/01/16/its-time-to-put-a-freeze-on-plastics/
http://www.fwi.co.uk/livestock/waitrose-asda-ms-publish-farm-antibiotics-data.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://progrss.com/sustainability/20170405/retuna-aterbruksgalleria-sweden/


THERE IS AN UNTAPPED £817 BILLION
OPPORTUNITY FOR BRANDS THAT MAKE 
THEIR SUSTAINABILITY CREDENTIALS CLEAR.
Unilever (2017)

ZERO COMMITMENTS3

Image: Anna Jimenez



ZERO COMMITMENTS3

OF SHOPPERS IN THE UK 
AND USA SAID THEY FEEL  
BETTER WHEN THEY BUY 
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS.
Unilever (2017)

53%

SUMMARY:
Brands are making radical 
changes to their environmental 
policies. By rethinking packaging, 
data and transparency, they’re 
making a commitment to getting 
their environmental impact down 
to zero.

TAKEOUT:
Make a commitment to lowering 
the environmental impact that 
the retail industry causes. If the 
task is too big to take on your own, 
collaborate with rival retailers 
and deliver a promise to your 
consumers everywhere.



ATTENTIVE ASSISTANCE

HOSPITALITY REWIRED
John Lewis, London, UK

Among its already existing twenty one services ranging  
from travel advice, free technology workshops to its express 
Nail & Brow bar, department store John Lewis has launched 
a new concierge-style shopping experience with their 
Experience Desk. Customers can go for a ‘concierge-style’ 
service to help them plan their day or request a “hotel-tour” 
around the store. Service partners will be able to inform on 
store offers as well as make booking for in-store events, 
styling sessions, home design appointments and reserve 
a table at the Scandinavian rooftop restaurant KuPP.

4

CURATED CONVERGENCE
Walmart, New York, USA

Walmart’s subsidiary Code Eight is testing a personal 
shopping service that consists of sending personal product 
recommendations via SMS. Members of the service can 
also order and purchase products by texting an image of it, 
or message a general written request and the service will 
select a product accordingly. Every suggestion is curated 
based on style, price sensitivity, and other recorded 
preferences upon joining. Code Eight’s long term aim is 
to become a trusted personalised shopper accompanying 
high net worth urban consumers.

OCCASION-LED
Net-A-Porter, London, UK

Net-A-Porter has announced the release of an 
artificial intelligence, which has the capabilities to 
pick clothing for customers based on their upcoming 
plans. Specifically, the items are chosen because to fit 
the customer’s tastes, data-informed preferences and 
specifically suiting the location, activities and the type 
of trip. Plans are to use the AI tech to assist customers 
through their product search and when the shopper’s 
questions and preferences begin to be detailed and 
specific will switch to a human personal shopper.

Image: John Lewis Image: Net-A-Porter Image: Bakersfield

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2017/10/john-lewis-unveils-new-concierge-shopping-experience-service/
https://www.recode.net/2017/12/20/16693406/walmart-personal-styling-jet-black-amazon-go-prime-no-checkout-store
https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2017/10/net-porter-poised-launch-ai-picking-service/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


4 ATTENTIVE ASSISTANCE

THE TOP 3 THINGS PEOPLE LOVE 
WHEN SHOPPING ONLINE ARE:
I-AM (2018)

THE ABILITY TO  
BROWSE THROUGH  

A BIGGER SELECTION  
OF PRODUCTS

THAT THEY CAN  
DO IT ANYWHERE  

AT ANY TIME

THAT THEY DON’T  
HAVE TO LEAVE  

THEIR HOME

Image: Shutterstock



4 ATTENTIVE ASSISTANCE

THE TOP 3 FRUSTRATIONS PEOPLE 
HAVE WHEN SHOPPING ONLINE ARE:

SHIPPING 
CHARGES

NOT BEING ABLE  
TO TRY THINGS ON

WAITING FOR 
THEIR PRODUCTS 

TO ARRIVE

I-AM (2018)

Image: Shutterstock



4
SUMMARY:
As concierge services become 
less the domain of the super-rich 
and more and more accessible to 
consumers of different income 
levels, retailers are cashing in by 
helping customers with the many 
facets of their busy lives. 

TAKEOUT:
Find ways to extend service pre, 
during and post-purchase to 
keep the brand relationship on 
a continuum, and rethink your 
customer relationships as a  
long-game—not a short one.

ATTENTIVE ASSISTANCE

OF PEOPLE WOULD PREFER  
A STORE WITH STAFF OVER  
A STORE WITHOUT.
I-AM (2018)

70%



SLOW SHOPPING

STEP INTO YOUR WARDROBE
Garderoba by BIRO, Zagreb, Croatia

BIRO has created a new concept store located in Croatia’s 
design district, proposing a new kind of shopping experience 
inspired by ‘slow movement’. Customers are encouraged to 
take their time and go through lookbooks, try on clothes whilst 
consulting the in-house stylist and having a drink. The store 
design is flexible through its movable ceiling hangers which can 
accommodate varied type of product displays and events. Each 
large changing room (called ‘wardrobes’) have their own color 
theme and can be easily customized for an intimate or group 
shopping experience.

5

PUT IT ON ICE
ICEBOX, Online

Icebox is a free Google plugin that replaces the  
‘Buy’ button with a ‘Put it on ice’ button to help impulse 
shoppers curb their spending. Working across 400 
online stores including Amazon and ASOS, by pressing 
the button it will put the purchase on hold for a ‘cooling 
period’ that can be set by the consumer from three to 
thirty days. This approach to ‘slow shopping’ allows for 
a more mindful way of spending, and helps dimish waste 
and lower delivery costs for those who have changed 
their mind about a product.

FORMATTING QUIET
Autistic Hour, UK

Supermarkets in the UK have teamed up with 
National Autistic Society to instate a weekly quiet hour 
allowing autistic people to shop without overwhelming 
stimulus and become more friendly for neurodiverse 
people. Features like the tannoy system volume will be 
turned down including self-checkout beeping sounds 
and music. By decreasing the stimulus, they are 
helping to create a calmer shopping environment.

Image: jutarnji Image: Shutterstock Image: finder.com

https://www.designboom.com/architecture/biro-garderoba-concept-store-slow-shopping-11-14-2017/
https://www.finder.com/uk/icebox
https://www.about.sainsburys.co.uk/news/latest-news/2017/autism-hour-29092017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


SLOW SHOPPING5
SUMMARY:
Because we now shop more 
regularly at any time or way that 
we want, retailers have caught 
on to the fact that not every 
shopping experience needs to be 
a high powered one. By removing 
stimulus, slowing down the pace 
and reducing noise and impulse, 
shopping is becoming more fluid 
for different types of people. 

TAKEOUT:
Slowing down your customer 
experience can help create a 
calmer and more pleasurable 
shopping experience. Because we 
now shop more continuously, focus 
efforts on developing stronger 
customer relationships than vying 
for the quick sell.

BRITS SPENT OVER £3BN
ON IMPULSE BUYS EVERY MONTH –  
YET £2.5BN WORTH OF GOODS ARE  
SENT BACK TO RETAILERS. 
WHISTL (2017) & LCP (2018)



SERVICED SPIN-OFF

HIT REFRESH
Hermes, Hermesmatic Pop Up, Various

Luxury label Hermès launched a travelling 
launderette called Hermèsmatic. Furnished 
in the brand’s signature orange hue (complete 
with branded detergents), the pop-up offers a 
complimentary wash and dip-dye service that takes 
a customer’s old scarf and reinvigorates it. It is still 
travelling today, and has popped up in locations from 
New York and Paris to LA and Manchester.

6

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
American Eagle, Launderette, NYC, US

Denim brand American Eagle has opened a 
launderette at its redesigned Union Square store 
in New York. It features a workshop that lets people 
customise their jeans, concierge iPads in every 
dressing room, an on-site social media team that 
creates content in real-time, a hangout space, and – 
of course – laundry facilities. The store, conveniently 
located next to a New York University dorm building, 
also offers students free laundry service and they 
can hang out and have a beer while they wait.

A LOAD OFF
Wash & Fold, various, Japan

Wash & Fold is a Japanese coin-operated launderette 
and laundry service. The slick looking launderette 
reflects a change in urban communities an inner-city 
spaces where apartments are becoming smaller and 
services and chores are outsourced. Most interestingly, 
is that the eco-friendly chain has a special machine just 
for laundering sneakers.

Image: Jonathan Keenan Image: Wash & Fold Image: Hollis Johnson

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/hermesmatic/?hl=en
http://uk.businessinsider.com/american-eagle-store-free-laundry-nyc-2017-11
https://nakameguro.wash-fold.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


OVER 50% OF PEOPLE 
BROWSE ONLINE IN THE  
EVENINGS, BEFORE BED.
I-AM (2018)

6 SERVICED SPIN-OFF

Image: Shutterstock



6

OF PEOPLE THINK
STORE STAFF SHOULD
HAVE MORE SPECIALIST
KNOWLEDGE.
I-AM (2018)

71%

SUMMARY:
The launderette is being  
revived as a key tool to extend 
brand conversations with 
customers. Rethinking how 
product aftercare can be better 
communicated can result in 
helping develop more committed 
fandoms as well as introduce  
more sustainable approaches  
to making products last longer. 

TAKEOUT:
Don’t use product care as an 
afterthought—rather, utilise 
it as a key tool to extend and 
continue the brand conversation 
with customers, and as a pull to 
encourage them to come back  
into the store.

SERVICED SPIN-OFF



 

HOLISTIC EXCHANGE7

MEASURING VALUE
Data Dollar Store, Kaspersky Lab, London, UK

Cybersecurity firm, Kaspersky Lab created a  
pop up inspired by the notion that the data trail 
we leave when browsing the internet has value. 
To emphasize this point, the company unveiled the 
Data Dollar Store, where it sold exclusive t-Shirts, 
mugs and other merchandise designed by Ben Eine. 
However, the catch was that to acquire a product, 
customers had to hand over personal data, such 
as three photos, or screenshots of their WhatsApp, 
SMS and email conversations to Kaspersky.

TRY-ON TRY-OUTS
Square Payments Showroom, UK

Card payments service Square opened its first 
showroom in Great Western Arcade in the West 
Midlands to showcase how its products and services 
help small businesses. Through appointments, free 
events and masterclasses, Square is developing its 
relationship with its independent sellers and small 
and local businesses through the holistic exchange 
of its transaction service.

Image: squareup.comImage: Data Dollar

TINKERING EXCHANGE
Cadbury London, UK

Chocolate brand Cadbury turned a former clothing  
shop in Soho into a pop-up newsagent. The concept 
supported its latest ad campaign, in which a young girl  
pays for a bar of Cadbury Dairy Milk with trinkets found 
in her bag. The Glass and a Half shop (referring to the 
amount of milk found in each bar of chocolate), allowed 
customers to get a chocolate bar in exchange of some 
kind of trinket, rethinking the value exchange into a 
more holistic one. 

Image: The Drum

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/news/2017/04/13/hyatt-hotels-netflix-streaming/
https://www.datadollarstore.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://squareup.com/townsquare/introducing-square-showroom
https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/cadbury-using-pop-up-shop-show-kindness-brits/1455569
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/bs-detector/dlcgkekjiopopabcifhebmphmfmdbjod?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


OF PEOPLE ARE OPEN  
TO THE IDEA OF HANDING  
OVER THEIR DATA IN  
EXCHANGE FOR DISCOUNTS.
I-AM (2018)

77%

SUMMARY:
How can you rethink the value 
exchange? Retailers are playing 
with the concept of value and 
changing the conversation around 
transactions to engage consumers 
in more holistic ways.

TAKEOUT:
What is something worth? 
Whether  through data, trinkets 
or just conversation, playing 
with value can help create 
more transparent and open 
conversations with your customers.

HOLISTIC EXCHANGE7



ATTITUDE FLEX

 A TWO-FACED BRAND
Target, Dual Entrance Store, Richmond, Texas, USA

Target has opened its first “next generation” concept  
store to compete with e-commerce businesses. The 
pilot site includes two well-defined entrances, aiming 
to appeal to different audiences. One entrance focuses 
on dwell time, browsing and discovery, and for families 
striving for convenience there is the ‘ease’ side of the 
store, where they can pick up online orders, buy grab 
and go products in store and curbside and to pay for 
items online or via mobile and have staff come out  
to load purchases into the car.

8

CLICK AND CALM
ZARA Click & Collect Store, London, UK

Fashion retailer ZARA launched a concept store whilst 
its flagship was being refurbished, the pop-up focused on 
Click & Collect. In other words, it was solely designed for 
ordering and collecting online purchases and organizing 
returns. This store represented another milestone for 
the brand that is aiming to integrate its online offer with 
its physical spaces. This also showcases how click and 
collect options are maturing in the retail industry. 

CROWDSOURCED CURATION
MyEnso, Germany

Germany’s online startup marketplace MyEnso, 
aims to be the supermarket of the future based on a 
vision where the customer is the focus. The consumer 
decides on innovation, product listing and service 
offerings. Nothing on their website goes live without 
a test or a survey among customers. The company 
is bringing consumer and manufacturers together, 
allowing its shoppers to influence the offer and 
impact a maximum of customer touchpoints.

Image: Target Image: Christina Kuhaupt Image: ZARA

https://www.chron.com/business/retail/article/Target-unveils-next-gen-retail-store-in-Richmond-12346069.php
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/zara-click-and-collect-store-westfield-stratford-london-temporary-pop-up-flagship-a8180956.html
https://ecommercenews.eu/online-supermarket-myenso-lets-customers-decide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


8
SUMMARY:
How do your stores flex?  
By rethinking both stock  
and space, retailers are  
designing their stores to 
accomodate for the range of  
needs and shopping attitudes.

TAKEOUT:
Rethink your shopping 
experience for both fast and 
slow shoppers, convenience and 
desire, to converge spaces that 
are suited for many different 
types of shoppers.

ATTITUDE FLEX

OF PEOPLE PREFER
HOME DELIVERY OVER
CLICK AND COLLECT. 
I-AM (2018)

73%



ATTITUDE FLEX8

OF PEOPLE WOULD BE MORE 
LIKELY TO CHOOSE TO CLICK 
AND COLLECT IF THEIR 
COLLECTION POINT PROVIDED
CHANGING ROOMS AND 
ORGANISED RETURNS.
I-AM (2018)

56%

Image: Shutterstock



OF PEOPLE WENT SHOPPING  
AS A DAY TRIP IN THE LAST 
MONTH, AND 50% OF THOSE 
WENT IN THE LAST WEEK.
I-AM (2018)

80%

ATTITUDE FLEX8

Image: Shutterstock



ATTITUDE FLEX8

OF PEOPLE WOULD LOVE TO 
NAVIGATE, GET INFORMATION 
AND PAY USING THEIR  
PHONE INSTORE.
I-AM (2018)

51%

Image: Jonas Leupe



ATTITUDE FLEX8

OF CONSUMERS BELIEVE  
HAVING MOBILE AIDS MAKES  
THEM MORE KNOWLEDGEABLE  
THAN STORE ASSOCIATES. 
Tulip Retail(2017)

83%



ATTITUDE FLEX8

ALMOST ALL MEMBERS OF
GENERATION Z PREFER TO SHOP  
IN BRICKS-AND-MORTAR STORES. 
IBM & National Retail Federation (2017)



POMPOUS PLAYGROUNDS

SLIDING BEAUTY
Sephora, France & Spain

The cult cosmetic and french beauty brand Sephora 
has launched a new store concept inspired by its 
Play, Share and Shop philosophy. The customer 
journey begins from the entrance with a giant slide 
and a piano stairway. The store is curated through 
four experience areas - ‘Trend Zone’ showcasing new 
trending products, ‘Beauty Hub’ allowing visitors to 
get advice from experts and ‘Beauty Classes’ to learn 
about makeup techniques and the latest cosmetics. 

9

THE TRAIL RUN
Outdoor Voices AR app, Online, USA

American athletic clothing brand Outdoor Voices 
released an AR shopping app inspired by the spirit 
of outdoor adventures. Using technology similar to 
Pokemon Go, it encourages users to walk along trails  
in order to purchase products or collect discounts. 
Enabled by downloading the app and using GPS data, 
which notified runners of nearby activated trails and 
guiding them through an interactive map. Customers 
could walk closer towards the product to see any of 
the technical details and purchase it via Apple Pay. 

DISHING OUT THE DIRT
Dish & DUER, Vancouver

Denim brand Dish & DUER translated is product ethos 
into its store design, focused on clothing performing well. 
The brand developed a new shopping experience with the 
launch of its in-store Performance Denim Playground. 
Featuring a treehouse, swings and monkey bars, which 
customers can interact with whilst trying on the brand’s 
clothing to test their wearability. The concept aimed 
to create a un-store like atmosphere along with giving 
people an opportunity to physically test the products in 
interesting ways.

Image: Sephora Image: Janks Design Group Image: OV Trail Shop

https://www.cosmeticsbusiness.com/news/article_page/Sephora_swaps_escalators_for_slides_in_new_flagship_stores/134183
https://www.vrfocus.com/2018/04/outdoor-voices-aims-to-use-ar-to-get-customers-outside/
https://www.straight.com/life/697886/dish-and-duer-delivers-high-performance-denim-vancouver-living
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
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BOTH ONLINE AND OFFLINE,  
PEOPLE PREFER MULTI-BRAND 
STORES OVER MONO-BRAND ONES.
I-AM (2018)

Image: Shutterstock



SUMMARY:
Brands are getting their customers 
moving. By rethinking the shopping 
experience as a playground to be 
explored, consumers are trialling, 
discovering and finding products 
through play.

TAKEOUT:
Designing the shopping experience 
as a playground needn’t be limited 
to just a physical space - redesign 
the online experience or use 
phygital technologies to make 
your shopping experience more 
discovery led.

POMPOUS PLAYGROUNDS9

LOVE TO TOUCH  
AND TRY THINGS OUT49%

LOVE TO DISCOVER 
SOMETHING NEW21%

THE MOST LOVED ELEMENTS  
OF THE IN-STORE EXPERIENCE: 
I-AM (2018)



DAIRY YOU EXPERIENCE
KAAN’S Stream Store

Dutch cheese shop Kaan’s Kaashandel and ABN AMRO 
bank collaborated to create an omni-channel experiment 
that allowed online consumers to order artisanal 
cheeses in real time, through a live stream of the service 
counter. Customers could interact with the streaming 
platform by clicking on the produce, which then offered a 
drop-down menu with specifications. This trial combined 
both physical and online aspects, from the authenticity 
of the boutique environment with its expert staff to the 
efficiency of online orders. 

STREAMING EXPERIENCE10

A SMALL-SCREEN STAR
ZARA AR App, International

Zara has recently rolled out an augmented reality experience 
across 120 of their flagship stores worldwide. The experience 
allowed visitors to see the latest Zara collection come to life  
on their mobile screens with models posing and moving around 
the store and introducing the different looks. Enabled on mobile 
devices through the ZARA AR app, people were able to unlock the 
experience by scanning store windows, in-store podium sensors 
or hovering over the packages delivered for online orders. The app 
also allowed its visitors to post photos of the model holograms 
and share their experience on social media.  

SWIMMING UPSTREAM
Missguided x Love Island

Women’s fashion brand Missguided has teamed up 
this year with TV show Love Island. Viewers of the show 
are directed to Missguided via the Love Island app to be 
able to immediately shop the looks they see on the TV. 
By tapping into the show’s cult following (as well as the 
fact that many viewers will simultaneously be on their 
phone tweeting or messaging others about the show on 
their mobiles whilst watching), Missguided are streaming 
and weaving the shopping experience alongside an 
entertainment one.  

Image: Jan Kaan/ABN AMRO Image: Love Island/Missguided Image: ZARA

https://www.kaansstreamstore.nl/en
https://www.refinery29.uk/2018/04/196400/zara-augmented-reality-app
https://www.missguided.co.uk/campaign/love-island
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


NEARLY HALF OF PEOPLE SAID  
THAT ATTENDING AN IN-STORE 
WORKSHOP, EVENT OR TUTORIAL 
WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM TO  
SHOP AT THAT STORE AGAIN. 
I-AM (2018)

SUMMARY:
Brands are getting creative with 
the channels that they engage 
consumers with to enhance the 
shopping experience and brand 
message. By converging spaces, 
messages and mediums, shopping 
can live and happen across 
several dimensions. 

TAKEOUT:
Stop thinking about consumer 
engagement as omni-channel 
and instead cross and converge 
channels to unlock new spaces 
and make your brand more 
accessible for different audiences.

STREAMING EXPERIENCE10
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FOR SOCIETY,  
NOT JUST THE INDIVIDUAL:
Retail and shopping has woken up to 
the fact that it cannot exist or be exempt 
from society. Brands and retailers are 
now taking a more embedded, conscious 
approach to capitalism, realising that they 
cannot continue their business without 
addressing these wider issues.

ABOUT SERVICES,  
NOT SELLING: 
Sophisticated service offerings used to be 
exclusively the domain of the luxury market, 
but as customer expectations get higher, 
we are see these services infiltrate all 
stratifications of the market and becoming 
the central focus of retail as products and 
the hard-sell fade into the background.

OMNIPRESENT,  
NOT OMNICHANNEL: 
Shopping has converged across many 
platforms, places and spaces, so much 
so that it has become an invisible force 
that sits in the background of daily life. 
It is not about the channel but about its 
presence and constant availability.

NUTSHELL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY0Fdz350GE


IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE 
ABOUT THESE TRENDS OR DISCUSS  
HOW WE CAN HELP YOU USE THEM, 
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH.
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